Multidetector CT of the lung: image quality with garnet-based detectors.
To evaluate the image quality of both standard- and reduced-dose computed tomography (CT) by comparing multidetector CT with garnet-based detectors with multidetector CT with conventional detectors. The study was approved by the internal ethics review board. Informed consent was obtained. Eleven cadaveric lungs inflated and fixed by using the Heitzman method were scanned by using both CT with garnet-based detectors and CT with conventional detectors. Tube current was 400 mA for standard-dose and 10 mA for reduced-dose CT, and voltage was 120 kVp. Either normal scan mode with 984 views (conventional and garnet-based detectors) or high-resolution mode with 2496 views was used. Image quality at conventional-detector CT and garnet-based-detector CT in all modes was graded by two independent observers with a five-point scale. The evaluation items included normal lung structures, subjective visual noise, and abnormal CT findings. Quantitative image noise measurements were calculated by measuring the standard deviations in a circular region of interest on each selected image. At standard-dose CT, image quality at CT with garnet-based detectors (high-resolution mode) was significantly improved (P < .001, Tukey-Kramer). However, there was no significant difference between quantitative image noise measurements (P > or = .24). At reduced-dose CT, only noise differed significantly, with both subjective visual noise and quantitative image noise measurements significantly greater at CT with garnet-based detectors (high-resolution mode) (P < or = .01). There was no significant difference in image quality except for noise between conventional-detector CT and garnet-based-detector CT (P > or = .06). The image quality of standard-dose garnet-based-detector CT (high-resolution) was significantly improved. Although highly reduced-dose garnet-based-detector CT (high-resolution mode) provided more image noise, overall image quality was not different between conventional-detector CT and garnet-based-detector CT.